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The three essays constituting the present volume were
written originally f.or The Monist, and appeared in that magazine in the issues for April, r9or, July, r9oz, and October,
r9o3. Last year they were partly incorporated in their original German in Professor Mach's latest published work, Erhenntniss und lrrthum: Shizzen zur Psychologie der Forschang (Leipsic, J. A. Barth).
In these essaysProfessor Mach discussesthe questions of
the nature,origin,and developmentof our conceptsof spacefrom
the three points of view of the physiology and psychology of
the senses,history, and physics, in all which departments his
profound researcheshave gained for him an authoritative and
commanding position. While in most works on the foundations of geometry one point of view only is emphasized,-be
it that of logic, epistemology, psychology, history, or the
formal technology of the scierrce,-here light is shed upon
the subject from all points of view combined, and the different sources from which the many divergent forms that the
science of space has historically assumed, are thus shown
forth with a distinctnessand precision that in suggestiveness
at least leave little to be desired.
In the belief that these essaysin breadth and comprehensivenessof view constitute a unique and indispensablecontribution to the discusdionsnow waging concerning the philosophical foundations of metageometry,they are herewith given
to the public in permanent and generally accessible form.
The methodology of both physical and formal science will
receive from them a salutary stimulus.

Tnoru.rs J. McConru^ecr.
Le Selrq
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Printed in the United Statesof Amcdce
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SPACEAND GEOMETRY.
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL, AS DISTINGUISHED
FROM GEOMETRICAL,

SPACE

TnB Spece on Vrsrox.

1

The sensiblespaceof our immediate perception,
which we find ready at hand on awakening to full
consciousness,is considerably different from geometrical space. Our geornetrical concepts have
beenreachedfor the most part by purposeful experience. The space of the Euclidean geometry is
everywhere and in all directions constituted alike;
it is unboundedand it is infinite in extent. On the
other hand, the spaceof sight, or "visual space,"as
it has been termed by Johinnes Miiller and Hering,
is found to be neither constituted everywhereand in
all directions alike, nor infinite in extent, nor unbounded.' The facts relating to the vision of forms,
which I have discussedin another place, show that
entirely different feelings are associatedwith "upness" and "downness,"as well as with t'nearness"
and "farness." "Rightness" and "leftness" are liker Theso termg are usetl in Riemann tg gense.
5
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wise the expressionof different feelings,although in
this case the similarity, owing to considerationsof
physiologicalsymmetry,l is greater. The unlikeness
of different directionsfinds its expressionin the phenomena of physiological similarity. The apparent
augmentation of the stones at the entrance to a tunnel as we rapidly approachit in a railway train, the
shrinkage of the sameobjects on the train's emerging from the tunnel, are exceptionallydistinct cases
only of the fact of daily experiencethat objects in
visual spacecannot be moved about without suffering expansion and contraction,-so that the space
of vision resemblesin this respectmore the spaceof
the metageometricians than it does the space of
Eluclid.
Even familiar objects at rest exhibit the same
peculiarities. A long cylindrical glass vesseltipped
over the face, a walking-stick laid endwise against
one of the eyebrows, app€ar strikingly conical in
shape. The spaceof our vision is not only bounded, but at times it appearsto have even very nar,row boundaries. It has been shown by an experiment of Plateau that an after-image no longer suffers appreciablediminution when projected upon a
surface the distanceof which from the eye exceeds
thirty meters. All ingenuous people, who rely on
direct perception,like the astronomersof antiquity,
see the heavens approximately as a sphere, finite in
aAnalgsds of the Sensatdons,1886. English trans.
1897, p. 49 et seq.
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extent. In fact, the oblatenessof the celestialvault
vertically, - a phenomenon with which even
Ptolemy was acquainted,and which Euler has discussedin modern times,-is proof that our visual
space is of unequal extent even in different directions. Zoth appearsto have found a physiological
explanation of this fact, closely related to the conjecture of Ptolemy, in that he interprets the phenomenonas due to the eleaationof the line of sight
with respectto the head.' The narrow boundaries
of space follow, indeed, directly from the possibility of panoramicpainting. Finally, let us observe
that visual spacein its origin is in nowise metrical.
The localities, the distances,etc., of visual space
differ only in quality, not in quantity. What we
term visual measurementis ultimately the upshot
of primitive physical and metrical experiences.
Tnr Spece or Toucn.
Likewise the skin, which is a closed surface of
coniplicatedgeometrical form, is an agency of spatial perception. Not bnly do we distinguish the
quality of the irritation, but by some sort of a
sapplementary sensation we also distinguish its
locality. N'ow this supplementary sensation need
only differ from place to place (the difference inI Zoth's researcheshave recently been completed by F. Hillebrand, r'Theorie cler scheiubaren Groesse bei binocularem
Sehent' (Denksahrift iler Wi,ener Akailemde, math.-naturw. Cl.
Bd. 72,1906).
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creasing with the distance apart of the spots irritated) for the purely biological needsof the organism to be'satisfied. The great discrepanciesthat the
of the skin presentswith metrical space
space-sense
have been investigatedby E. H. Weber.' The distance apart at which the two points of a pair of
dividers are distinctly recognizable,is from fifty to
sixty times less on the tip of the tongue than it is
on the middle of the back. At different parts the
skin shows great divergenciesof spatial sensibility.
A pair of dividers the points of which enclosethe
upper and lower lips, appearssensiblyto shut when
moved horizontally towards the side of the face
(Fig. t). If the points of the dividers be placed
on two adjacent finger-tips and thencecarried over
the fingers,the palm of the hand, and down the forearm, they will appear at the latter point to close
completely(Fig. z). (The real path of the poirrts
is dotted in the figure; the apparent,marked by
lines.) The forms of bodies that touch the skin
are indeed distinguished;'but the spatial senseof
thg skin is neverthelessgreatly inferior to that of
the eve, although the tip of the tongue will recog1
iu der
' 'Ileber clen Raumsinn und die Empfinduugskreise
Haut uncl im Auge"
(Berichte iler Kg. Siichs, Gesel,lsck, iler
Wissensckaften, math.-naturw. Cl. 1852, p. 85 et seq,).
2 Care must be taken that the bodies come into intimate eontact with the skin. Various objects having been placed iu my
paralyzecl hancl, I was unable to recognize some, and the conclusion was formed thE! the sensibility of the skin had been
impairecl, But the con'Clusion was erroneous: for immediately
after the examination, I hacl another pe"son close my hand antl
I recognized at once all objects put ii ft.
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nize the circular form of the cross-sectionof a tube
2 mm. in diameter.
The spaceof the skin is the analogue of a twodimensional,finite, unbounded and closed Riemannian space. Through the sensationsinduced by the

F,tgs. 1 aDd 2,

movements of the various members of the body
(notably the arms, the hands, and the fingers)
something analogousto a third dimension is superposed. Gradually we are led to the interpretation
of this systemof sensationsby the simpler and more
salient relations of the physical world. Thus we

IO
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estimate with considerableexactnessthe thickness
of a plate that we grasp in the dark with the forefinger and thumb of our hand; and we may do the
same tolerably well also by touching the upper sur_
face with the finger of one hand and the lower with
the finger of the other. Haptic space,or the space
of touch, has as little in common with metric space
as has the spaceof vision. Like the latter, it also
is anisotropic and non-homogeneous. The cardinal
directions of the organism, .,forwards and back_
wardsr" ttupwards and downwards," ,,right and
left," are in both physiological spacesalike non_
equivalent.
SBNse or Spacn DBpnNoergr org Bror_ocrcerFuwcrroN.
The fact that our senseof spaceis not cleveloped
at points where it can have no biological function,
shouldnot be a causeof specialastonishmentto us.
What purpose could it serve to be iuformed con_
cerning the location of internal organs over the
ftnctions of which we have no control? Thus, our
senseof spacedoesnot extend to any great distance
into the interior of the nostrils. We cannot tell
whether we perceivescentsintroduced by one of a
pair of pipettes,at the right or at the lefi. ( E. H.
Weber. loc. cit., p. 126.) On the other hand, tactual
sensibility, in the case of the ear, according to
Weber, extendsa^f'faras the tympanum, and enables
us to determine whether the louder of two sound-

II

impressionscomesfrom the right or the left. Rough
information as to the locality of the source of the
sound may be effected in this manner; but it is
inaclequatefor exact purposes.
ConnnspolrDENcE
oF Prrysror-ocrcAr,enn GJolrernrc Specr.
Physiological space,thus, has but few qualities
in common with geometric space. Both spaces
are threefold manifoldnesses. To every point of
geometricspace,A, B, C, D, correspondsa point l',
B', C', D' of physiological space. If C lies between
B and D, then also will C' lie between B' and,D'.
We may also say that to a continuous motion
of a point in geometric space there corresponds
a continuousnrotionof a co-ordinatepoint in physiological space. I have, remarked elsewhere that
this continuity,which is merely a convenientfiction,
need not in the case of either spacebe an actual
continuity. As every system of sensations,so also
the system of space-sensations,
is finite,-a fact
which cannotastonishus. An endlessseriesof sensational qualities or intensities is psychologically
inconceivable. The other propertiesof visual space
also are adapted to biological conditions. The biological needswould not be satisfiedwith the pure
relations of geometric space. "Rightness," "leftnessr" ttaboveness,"ttbelownessr"t'nearnessrt'and
"farness," must be distinguished by a sensational
quality. The locality of an object, and not merely

12
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its relation to other localities,must be known, if an
animal is to profit by such knowledge. It is also
advantageousthat the sensationalindices of visual
objects which are near by and consequentlymore
important biologically, are sharply graduated;
whereaswith the limited stock of indices at hand in
the caseof remote and less important objects econ_
omy is practiced.
A TBr,Bor.ocrcALExpleuerrow.
We shall now develop a simple general consideration, which is again essentiallyof a teleologi_
cal nature. Let several distinct spots on the skin
of a frog be successivelyirritated by drops of acid;
the frog will respond to each of the several irritations with a specific movement of defense corre_
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in the sensation, which qualitatively is the same,
sornedifferentiating constituent which is due to the
specific character of the elementary organ or spot
irritated, or, as Hering would say, to the locality of
the attention. Conditions resembling those whidr
hold for the skin doubtlessalso obtain for the extended surface of any sensory organ; although, as
in the caseof the retina, the facts are here somewhat
more complicated. Instead of movementsfor protection or flight, may appearalso, conformably with
the quality of the irritation, movementsl of attack,
the form of which is also determined by the spot
irritated. The snapping reflex of the frog, which
is produced optically, and the picking of young
chicks, may serveas examples. The perfect biological ada'ptation of large groups of copnectedelementory organs o?nong one another is thus very distinctly erpressed in the perception of space.
Arr, SpmsarroN SpATTALrN Cnenecrnn.
This natural and ingenuousview leads directly to
the theory advancedby Prof. William James, according to lvhich eaery sensationis in part spatial
in character; a distinct locality, determined by the
element irritated, being its invariable accompaniment. Since generally a plurality of elementsenters into play, ztoluminousnesswould also have to
it will be seen, in a somewhaf,mocliffed and erteacletl form, the opinion aclvancerlby Wlassak. Cf. his boau.
-flrupt,
tiful remarks, ttUeber die etatischen Functionen des Ohrlabyrirths, " Tiarteljahrssah, f . w. Pldlos, XVII. I s. 29.
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be ascribedto sensations. In support of his hypothesis James frequently refers to Hering. This conception is, in fact, almost universally acceptedfor
optical, tactual, and organic sensations. Many
years ag'o, I myself characterizedthe relatio'nship
of tones of different pitch as spatial, or rather as
analogousto spatial; and I believethat the casual
remark of Hering, that deep tones occupy a greater
volume than high tones, is quite apposite.l The
highest audible notes of Koenig's rods give as a fact
the impressionof a needle-thrust,while deep tones
appear to fill the entire head. The possibility of
localizing sourcesof sound, although not absolute,
also points to a relation betweensensationsof sound
and space. In the first place,we clearly distinguish,
in the caseof high tones at least, whether the right
or the left ear is more strongly affected. And
although the parallel between bin'ocular vision and
binaural audition, which Steinhauser'assnmes,may
possibly not extend very far, there exists, nevertheless,a certain analogy betweenthem; and the fact
remains that the localizing of sourcesof sound is
effecteclpreferentially by the agency of high tonesg
rI am unable to give the reference for this remark deffnitely;
it was therefore cloubtless made to me orally.
Germs of a similar view, as well as suggestions toward the moclern physical
theories of auclition, are to be found even in Johannes Miiller
(Zur uergledch. Physiolog. iles Gesichtssi,nnes,Leipsic, 1826, p.
455 et seq.).
2Steinhqlrser,
s"IJeber
fiir

Ueber binaureales

Eiiren.

die Funktion tler Ohrmuschel,tt
Ohrenhedlkunile, N. F.,'Band 3, S. 72.

Yienna.
Irollseh,

7877.
Archda
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(of small volume and more sharply distinguished
locality).
Nor.t-Corr.r
crDENcE oF THE Prrvsror.ocrcAr-SpAcEs.
The physiological spacesof the different senses
embracein general physical domains which are only
in part coincident. Almost the entire surface of
the skin is accessible
to the senseof tonch, but only
a part of it is visible. On the other hancl, the
sense of sight, as a telescopic sense, extends in
general very much farther physically. We cannot see our internal organs, which, like the
elementaryorgans of sense,we feel as existing
in space and iuvest with locality only u'hen
their equilibrium is disturbed; and these same organs fall only partly within range of the senseof
touch. Similarly, the determinationof position in
spaceby nreansof the ear is far more uncertain and
is restrictedto a much more limited field than that
by the eye. Yet, loosely connectedas the different
space-sensations
of tl,redifferent sensesmay originally have been, they have still entered into connecand that systemwhich has
tion through ass'ociation,
the greater practical importance at the time being
is preparedto take the placeof the other (James).
'I'he space-sensations
of the different sensesare undoubtedly related, but they are certainly not identical. It is of little consequencewhether all these
scnsationsbe termed space-sensations
or whether
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onr speciesonly be invested with this name and the
others be conceivedas analoguesof them.

of which the ong 4 diminishes the more, and the
other, b, increases the more, the farther B is removed f.rom A, or the more the ontogenetic relationship of B to I decreases.The elementssituated
in the seriesl8 present a continuously graduated
onefold manifoldnessof sensation. The multiplicity
of the spatial manifoldnessmust be determined in
each case by a special investigation; for the skin,
rvhich is a closed surface, a twofold manifoldness
would suffice, although a multiple manifoldness is
not excluded,and is, by reason of the varying importance of different parts of the skin, even very

16
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Rnr-etroxsgrp.
rx Its Bror.ocrcerSBr.rserroN
If sensationgenerally, inclusive of sensation of
space,be conceivednot as an isolated phenomenon,
but in its biological functioning, in its biological
relationship,the entire subjectwill be renderedmore
intelligible. As soon as an organ or system of organs is irritated, the appropriate movements are
induced as reflexes. If in complicated biological
conditions these movementsbe found to be evoked
spontaneouslyin responseto a part only of the
original irritation, in responseto some slight impulse, in response to a memory, then we are
obliged to assumethat traces corresponding to the
character of the irritation as well as to that of the
irritated organs must be left behind in the memory.

&_tq_149lttgDl9_!br$_ltre!_e,v_q_rJseneerJ_Eel{_hasits
ownmemoryanditl:yiq_.jaJig_l_"o_i-d._e*r.
i--<'

;The pFfsiilogical spaces are multiple manifoldnessesof sensation. The wealth of the manifoldness must correspondto the wealth of the elements
irritated. The more nearly elements of the same
kind lie together, the more nearly are they akin
embryologically, and the more nearly alike are the
space-sensationswhich they produce. Il A and B
be two elementary organs, it is permissible to assume that the space-sensationproduced by each of
them is composedof two constituentparts, c and b,

probabie.

t7

t, t,l

It may be said that sensiblespaceconsistsof a
system of graduatcd feelings evohed by the sensory
orga?Ls,
which, while it would not exist without the
sense-impressionsarising from these organs, yet
when aroused by the latter constitutes a sort of scole
in, u,hich our sense-bnpressionsare registered,. Although every single feeling due to a sensory org.an
(feeling of space) is registeredaccording to its specific character between tlrose next related to it, a
plurality of excited org.ansis neverthelessvery advantageousfor distinctnessof localization, for the
reason that the contrasts between the feelings of
locality are enlivened in this way. Visual space,
therefore, which ordinarily is well filled with objects, thus affords the best means of localization.
Incalization becomesat once uncertain and fluctunnt for a single bright spot on a dark background;

r8
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OnrcrN oF THE TunnB DruBxsroxs'
It may be assumedthat the system of space-senunsations is in the main very similar, though
equally developed,in all animals which, like man'
1,"u. ihr." cardinal directions distinctly marked on
their bodies. Above and below, the bodiesof such
animals are unlike, as they are also in front and behind and to the right and to the left' To the right
and the left, these animals are apparently alike' but
their geometricaland mechanicalsymmetry' which
subservespurposesof rapid locomotion, should not
phydeceiveus with regard to their anatomicaland
apmay
siological asymmetry. Though the latter
-slight,
1t is yet distinctly marked in the fact
pear
.p.-.i.t very closely allied to symmetrical aniit
"t
mals iometimes assume strikingly unsymmetrical
is a
forms. The asymmetry of the plaice (flatfish)
familiar instance, while the externally symmetric
to
form of the slug forms an instructive contrast
relatl-reunsymmetric shapesof some of its nearer
tives. ihi. trinity of conspicuouslymarked cardiphynal directions might indeed be regarded as the
dithree
siologicalbasis for our familiarity with the
mensionsof geometric sPace'
fupontnNcn on Tncrtrnr' Spaco'
B,ror,octcnrVisrral space forttls tlte clearest,llrecisest'and
lrtrt' biologibroa<lestsystcnt of spncc-scttsatiotrs;
ttroreitrllxrrtant' Irricnlly, ttcttral spaceis p'erh:rps

I
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I
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tations of the skin are spatially registered from the
very outset; they disengagethe correspondingprotective movement; the disengaged movement then
again induces sensationsin the extended or contracted skin, in the joints, in the muscles,etc., which
are associatedwith sensationsof space. The first
localizationsin tactual spaceare presumablyeffected
on the body itself; as when the palm of the hand,
for example,is carried over the surfaceof the thigh,
which also is sensitiveto impressionsof space. In
this manner are experiencesin the field of tactual
spacegathered. But the attempt which is frequently made of deriving tactual space psychologically
from such experiences,by aid of the conceptof time
and on the assumpticnof spaceless
sensatious,
is an
altogetherfutile one.
Vrsunr- eNn Tectuer, Spece Conner-arro.
It is my opinion that the spaceof touch and the
space of vision may be conceived after quite the
same manner. This ian be done (so far as I can
infer from what has already been attempted in this
direction) only by transferring Hering's view of
visual space to tactual space. This also accords
best with general biological considerations. A
newly-hatched chick notices a small object, looks
toward it, and immediately pecks at it. A certain
area in the central organ is excited by the irritation,
and the looking movementof the musclesof the eye,
as welt as the picking movementsof the head and
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neck, are forthwith automatically disengagedthereby. The excitation of the above-mentionedarca of.
the central organ, which on the one hand is determined by the geometric locality of the physical irri
tation, is on the other hand the basis of the spacesensation. The disengaged muscular movements
themselvesbecomea sourceof sensationsin greatly
varying degree. Whereas the sensationsattending
the movementsof the eyes, in the case of man at
least,usually disappearalmost altogether,the movements of the musclesmade in the performanceof
work leave behind them a powerful impnession.
The behaviorof the chick is quite similar to that of
an iniant which spiesa shining object and snatches
at it.
It will scarcelybe questionedthat in addition to
optical irritations other irritations, acoustic, thermal, and gustatory in character,are also able to
evoke movementsof prehensionor defense,especially so in the caseof blind people,and that to the
samemovements,the sameirritated parts of the central",organ,and thereforealso the samesensationof
space, will correspond. The irritations affecting
blind peopleare, as a general thing, merely limited
to a more restricted sphere and less sharply determined as to locality. The system of spatial sensations of such people must at first be rather meager
and obscure; consider, for instance, the situation of a blind person endeavoringto protect himself from a wasp buzzing around his head. Yet eduf'
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cation can do very much towards perfecting the
spatial senseof blind people,as the achievementsof
the blind geometer Saundersonclearly show. Spatial orientation must notwithstanding have been
somewhatdifficult for hinr, as is proved by the constructionof his table,which was divided in the simplest manner into quadratic spaces. He was wont
to insert pins into the corners and centers of these
squaresand to connecttheir headsby threads. His
highly original w'ork, however, must by reason of
its very simplicity have been particularly easy for
beginnersto understand;thus he demonstratedthe
propositionthat the volume of a pyramid is equal
to one-third of the volume of a prism of the same
baseanclheight by dividing a cubeinto six cong.ruent pyrarnids,eachhavirrga side of the cube for its
baseand its vertex in the centerof the cube.t '
Tactual space exhibits the same peculiarities of
anisotropyand of dissimilarityin the three cardinal
directionsas visual space,and differs in these peculiaritiesalso from the geometricspaceof Euclid.
On the other hand, optical and tactual space-sensations are at manv points in accord. If I stroke with
my hand a stationary surface having upon it distinct tangibleobjects,I shall feel theseotrjectsas at
rest, just as I should feel visual objectsto be when
voluntarily causingmy eyesto passover them, although the images thernselvesactually move across
the retina. On the other hand, a moving object
r Diclerot, Lettre cur les aoeu,gles.
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appearsin motion to the seeing or touching organ
either when the latter is at rest or when it is following the object. Physiological symmetry and similarity find the same expressionin the two domains,
as has beenelsewhereshown in detail;' but, however
intimately allied they may be, the two systemsof
space-sensationscannot neverthelessbe identical.
When an object excitesme in one caseto look at it
and in another to grasp it, certainly the portions of
the central organ which are affectedmust be in part
different, no matter how nearly contiguous,they
may be. If both results take place, the domain is
naturally larger. For biological reasons,we may
expectthat the two systemsreadily coalesceby association, and readily adapt themselvesto one another,
as is actually the case.
Fnrr,rxcs or Spacr luvor,vr Srrltur-us ro
Morrow.
But the province of the phenomenawith which
we are concernedis not yet exhausted. A chick can
look at an object, pick at it, or even be determined
by the stimulus presentedto run to it, turn towards
or around to it. A child that is creepingtoward an
objective point, and then someday gets up and runs
with several steps toward it, acts likewise. We are
under the necessityof conceivingthesecases,which
passcontinuouslvinto one another, from some similar point of view. nrTheremust be certain parts of
'Ar*Wtt
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of the Sercations,Ilng. trar!., p. 50 €t Beq.
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the brain which, having been irritated in a comparatively simple manner, on the one hand give rise to
feelings of space and on the other hand, by their
organization, produce automatic movements which
at times may be quite complicated' The stimulus
to extensivelocomotion and change of orientation
not only proceedsfrom optical excitations,but may
also be induced, even in the case of blind animals,
by chemical,thermal, acoustic,and galvanic excitations.l In point of fact, we also observeextensive
movementsof locomotionand orientation in animals
that are constitutionallyblind (blind worms), as
well as in such as are blind by retrogression (moles
and cave animals). We may accordinglyconceive
sensationsof space as determined in a perfectly
analogousmanner both in animals with and in animals without sight.
A personwatching a centipedecreepinguniformly along is irresistibly impressedwith the idea that
there proceedsfrom some organ of the animal a
uniform stream of stimulation which is answered
by the motor organs of its successivesegmentswith
rhythmic automatic movements. Owing to the differenceof phase of the hind as compared with the
fore segments,there is produceda longitudinal wave
which we see propagated through the legs of the
animal with mechanical regularity. Analogous
phenomenacannot be wanting in the higher anigti,e,Leipzig, 1899, page
_ -'^Ireb, V ergleiohende Gehi,rnphgtiol,o
108 et seq.
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mals, and as a matter of fact do exist there. We
have an analogous case during active or passive rotation about the vertical axis, when the irritation
induced in the labyrinth disengagesthe well known
nystagmic movementsof the eyes. The organism
adapts itself so perfectly to certain regular alterations of excitations that on the cessation of these
alterations under certain circumstances negative
after-images are produced. I have but to recall to
the reader'smind the experimentof Plateauand Oppel with the expanding spiral, which when brought
to rest appearsto shrink, and the corresponding results which Dvor6k produced by alterations of the
intensity of light. Phenomenaof this kind led me
long ago to the assumptionthat there corresponded
to an alteration of the stimulus a with the time f,
to a rate of alteration, H
a specialprocesswhich
under certain circumstancesmight be felt and which
is of course associatedwith some definite organ.
Thus, rate of motion, within the limits within
which the perceivingorgan can adapt itself, is felt di" rectly; this is therefore not only an abstract idea, as
is the speedof the hand of a clock or of a projectile,
but it is also a specific sensation, and furnished the
original impulse to the formation of the idea. Thus,
a person feels in the caseof a line not only a succession of points varying in position, but also the direction and the curvature of the line. If the intensity of illumination of a surface is given by u:
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f(r, y), then not only u but ^lrt # yt and
ilu 8 u .
nno their expression in Sensation,-2 qitd#' w
cumstancewhich points to a complicatedrelationship betweenthe elementaryorgans.
Tso Cewrner, Moron Onceu AND TrrE Wrr-r- ro
MovB.
If there actually exists, then, as in the centipede,
an organ which on simple irritation disengagesthe
complicatedmovementsbelonging to a definite kind
of locomotion, it will be permissibleto regard this
sinrpleirritation, provided it is conscious,as the zaill
or the attention appurtenantto this tocomotion and
carrying the latter spontaneouslywith it. At the
sametime, it will be recognizedas a need of the organism that the effect of the locomotion should be
felt in a correspondingly simple manner.
Btor,ocrcer-,NBcpssrtvPenervrouut.
For detailed illustration, we will revert once more
bo the consideration of visual space. The perception
of spaceproceedsfrom a biological need, and will
be best understood in its various details from this
point of view. The greater distinctness and the
greater nicety of discrimination exercised at a single specificspot on the retina of vertebrate animals
is an econornicdevice. By it, the possibility of mov-
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ing the eye in responseto changesof attention is
rendered necessary,but at the same time the disturbing effects of. willed movements of the eyes on
the sensationsof space induced by objects at rest
have to be excluded. Perception of the movement
of an image across the retina when the retina is at
rest, perceptionof the movement of an object when
the eye is at rest, is a biological necessity. As for
the perception of objects at rest in the unfrequent
contingencyof a movementof the eye due to some
(external meoccurrenceextrinsic to consciousness
chanicalpressure,or twitching of the muscles),this
was unnecessaryfor the organism. The foregoing
requirementsare to be harmonized only on the
assumption that the displarementof the image on
the retina of the eye in voluntary movement is offset as to spatial value by the volitional character of
the nrovernent. It follows from this that objects at
rest may be made, while the eye also is at rest, to
suffer displacementirr visual spaceby the tend,ency
to moztemenlmerely, as has been actually shown by
txperiment.' The second offsetting factor is also
directly indicatedin this experiment. The organism is not obliged, further, in accomplishingits
adaptation, to take account of the second contingency mentioned, which arises onty under pathe
logical or artificial circumstances. Paradoxicat as
the conditions here involved may app€ar, and far
removed as we rnay still be from a cau,salcomprehensionof them, they are neverthelesseasily under-;7-ro!tA

of the Bensatiotrs. Daglish Trana. Pago 59.
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stood when thus viewed teleologically as a connected whole.
SsNserroNs oF MovEMENT.
Shut up in a cylindrical cabinet rotating about a
vertical axis, we see and feel ourselves rotating,
along with the cylindrical wall, in the direction in
which the motion takes place. The impression
made by this sensationis at first blush highly paradoxical^ inasmuchas there exists not a vestige of a
reasonfor our supposingthat the rotation is a relative one. It appearsas if it would be actually possible for us to have sensationsof movement in absolute space,-a conception to which no physical
significancecan possibly be attached. But physiologically the caseeasily admits of explanation. An
excitation is producedin the labyrinthinecanalsof
the internal ear,r and this excitation disengages,independentlyof consciousness,
a reflex rotary movement of the eyes in a.direction oppositeto that of
the motion,' by which the retinal images of all objects resting against the body are displacedexactly
as if they rvere rotating in the direction of the motion. Fixing the eyesintentionally upoll some such
object, the rotation does not, as might be supposed,
disappear. The eye'stendencyto motion is then exactly counterbalanced
by the introduction of a facI Bewegungsempfinilungen,41 et eeq. Leipsic, l8ZE.
2Breuer, Vorliiufi,ge Mittheilung im Anzeiger iter
kk. Gesellcclnft ilar Aerste in Wlm, tsom 90. Noo. 78?3.
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tor extrinsic to consciousness.l We have here the
casementioned above, where the eye, held externally
at rest, becomesaware of a displacementin the
direction of its tendency to motion. But what before appeared as a paradoxical exception is now a
natural result of the adaptation of the organism,
by which the animal perceives the motion of its
own body when external objects at rest remain stationary. Analogous adaptive results with which
even Purkynje was in part acquainted are met with
in the domain of the tactile sense.'
The eyesof an observerwatching the water rushing underneatha bridge are impelledwithout noticeable effort to follow the motion of the flowing water
and to adapt themselves to the same. If the observer will now look at the bridge, he will see both
the latter and himself moving in a direction opposite to that of the water. Here again the eye
which fixates the bridge must be maintained at rest
by a willed motional effort made in opposition to
its unconsciouslyacquired motional tendency, and
it now seesapparent motions to which no real motions correspond.
But the samephenomenawhich appearhere paradoxical and singular undoubtedly serve an important function in the case of progtessive motion or
I Analgsis of the Bmsations.

Englisb Trans.

Page 71.

'zPurkynjo, 'r.Peitrbge zur Kenntnisg tles Schwinalels'" Meili'
zdn. Jakrbilcher iles 6sterreiahdsahenStaates, YI. Wienr 1820.
"Vorsuche iiber tlen Sehwinclel,.I0th Bulletin ilcr natww. Eeo'
tion iler schles, Gesellschoft, Breslau, 1825, a, 25,
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locomotion. To the property of the visual apparatus
referred to is due the fact that an animal in progressive motion seesitself moving and the stationary objects in its environment at rest.l Anomalies
of this character, where a body app€ars to be in
motion without moving from the spot which it
occupies, where a body contracts without really
growing smaller (which we are in the habit of
calling illusions on the few rare occasionswhen
we notice them) have accordingly their important
normal and common function.
As the processwhich we term the zaill to turn
round or move forward is of a very simple nature,
so also is the result of this will characterizedby
feelings of a very simple natnre. Fluent spatial
values of certain objects, instead of stable, make
their appearancein the domain of the tactual as well
as the visual sense. But even where .i'isual and
tactual sensationsare as much as possibleexcluded,
unmistakablesensationsof motion are produced;
for example, a person placed in a darkened room,
with closed eyes,on a seat affording support to the
body on all sides, will be consciousof the slightest
progressive or angular acceleration in the movement of his body, no matter how noiselesslyand
gently the same may be produced., By association,
these simple sensationsalso are translated at once
into the motor images of the other senses. Between
j
of the Smsatiow. Engliah Trans. pagea 68, 64,
*tW
71, f2.
I B ewegungsem,pfindun
g en, Leipsic, l87b.
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this initial and terminal link of the processare situated the various sensations of the extremities
howmoved, which ordinarily enter consciousness,
intervene.
ever, only when obstructions
Pnruenv eNo SpcoNoenv Spece.
lVe have now, as I believe,gained a fair insight
into the nature of sensationsof space. The lastdiscussedspeciesof sensationsof space,which were
denominated sensationsof movement, are sharply
distinguisheclfrom those previously investigated,by
These sentheir uniformity and inerlwttstibility.
only in
appearance
make
their
movement
of
sations
animals that are free to move about, whereas animals that are confinedto a single spot are restricted
to the sensationsof space first considered,which
we shall designateprimary sensationsof space,as
distinguishedfrom secondarysensations(of movement). A fired' animal possessesnecessarily a
bounded,space. Whether that spacebe symmetrical
or unsymmetrical dependsupon the conditions of
symmetry of its own body. A vertebrate animal
confinedto a single spot and restricted as to orientation could construct only a bounded spacewhich
would be dissimilar above and below, before and
behind, and accurately speaking also to the right
and to the left, and which consequentlywould present a sort of analogy with the physicalpropertiesof
a triclinic cr'|stal. If the animal acquiredthe power
of moving freely albout,it would obtain in this way

Primary spacethen again enters upon its rights. It
is doubtlessunnecessaryto remark that physiological
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space is in no wise concerned with metrical relations.

I
I

)
I

I
I
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Bror,ocrcer-Tnronv or Sperrer- PBncoptror.
We have assumed that pkysiological space is an
adaptive result of the interaction of the elementary
organs, which are constrained to live together and
are thus absolutely dependent upon co-operation,
without which they would not exist. Of cardinal
and greatest importance to animals are the parts
of, their own body and their relations to one another; outward bodiescome into considerationonly
in so far as they stand in some way in relation
to the parts of the animal body. The conditions
here involved are physiological in character,which does not exclude the fact that every part of
the body continuesto be a part of the physical world,
and so subject to general physical laws, as is m,ost
strikingly shown by the phenomena which take
place in the labyrinth during locomotion, or by a
change of orientation. Geometric space embraces
only the relations of physical bodies to' one another,
and leaves the animal body in this connection alto'
gether out of account.
We are aware of but one speciesof elementsof
consciousness:sensations. In our perceptions of
space we are dependent on sensations. The character of th6e sensations,and the organs that are
in operation while they are felt, are matters that
must be left undecided.
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The view on which the preceding reflections are
basedis as follows: The feeling with which an elementary organ is affected when in action, depends
partly upon the character (or quality) of the irritation; we will call this part the sense-impressiou
A second part of the feeling, on the other hand,
may be conceivedas determined by the indiztidua.tity
of the organ, being the same for every stimulus and
varying only from organ to organ, the degree of
variation being inversely proportional to the ontogenetic relationship. This portion of the feeling
may be called the space-sensation. Space-sensation
can accordingly be produced only when there is
some irritation of elementary organs; and every
time the same organ or the same complexus of organs is irritated, every time the same concatenation
of organs is aroused, the same space-sensationis
evoked. We make only the same assumptionshere
with regard to the elementaryorgans that we should
deem ourselvesquite justified in making with respect to isolated individual animals of the same
phylogenetic descent but different degrees of affinity.
The prospectis here openedof a phylogeneticand
ontogeneticunderstandingof spatialperception;and
after the conditions of the casehave been once thoroughly elucidated,a physical and physiological explanation seemspossible. I am far fro,m thinking
that the explanation here offered is absolutely adequate or exhaustiveon all sides; but I am convinced
that I have made some approachto the truth by it.
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TnB A Pnrom Tnnony op SpacB.
Kant assertedthat "one could never picture to
oneself that space did not actually exist, although
one might quite easily imagine that there were no
objects in space." To-day, scarcelyany one doubts
that sensationsof objects and sensationsof space
can enter consciousnessonly in con+bina,tionwith one
another; and that, uice ztersa,they can leave consciousnessonly in combination with one another.
And the samemust hold true rvith regard to the concepts which correspondto these sensations. lf for
Kant spaceis not a "concept," but a "pure (mere?)
intuition a priori," modern inquirers on the other
hand are inclined to regard spaceas a concept,and
in addition as a concept which has been derived
from experience. We cannot intuite our system of
per se.' but we may neglect sensaspace-sensations
tions of objectsas somethingsubsidiary;and if we
overlook what we have done, the notion may easily
arise that we are actually concernedwith a pure intuition. If our sensationsof spaceare independent
of the quality of the stimuli which go to produce
them, then we may make predications concerning
the former independently of external or physical
experience. It is the imperishablemerit of Kant
to have calledattention to this point. But this basis
is unquestionablyinadequateto the completedevelopment of a geometry,inasmuchas concepts,and in
derived from experience,
addition theretoauconcepts
are also requisite to this purpose.
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Pnysror-ocrcar, fnrr,vENcEs rw GBounrny.
Physiological, and particularly visual, space ap
pears as a distortion of geometrical space when derived from the metrical data of geometrical space.
Rut the properties of continuity and threefold manifoldness are preserved in such a transformation,
and all the consequences
of these propertiesmay be
derived without recourseto physical experience,by
our representativepowers solely.
Since physiological space,as a system of sensations, is much nearer at hand than the geometric
conceptsthat are based thereon, the properties of
physiological space will be found to assert themselves quite frequently in our dealings with geometric space. We distinguish near and remote
points in our figures, those at the right from those
at the left, those at the top from those at the bottom, entirely by physiological considerations and
despite the fact that geometric space is not cognizant of any relation to our body, but only of relations of the points to'one another. Among geometric figures, the str4ight line and the plane are
especiallymarked'out by their physiologicalproperties; as they are indeed the first objects of geometrical investigation. Symmetry is also distinctly
revealedby its physiological properties,and attracts
thus immediately the attention of the geometer.
It has doubtlessalso beenefficacior:sin determining
the division of space into right angles. The fact
that similitude was investigatedpreviously to other
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geometric affinities likewise is due to physiological
facts. The Cartesiangeometry of co-ordinatesin a
manner liberated geometry from physiological influences,yet vestiges of their thrall still remain in
the distinction of positive and negativeco-ordinates,
according as these are reckoned to the right or to
the left, upward or downward, and so on. This is
convenient, but not necessary. A fourth co-ordinate
plane, or the determination of a point by its dis.
tances from four fundamental points not lying in
the same plane, exempts geometric spacefrom the
necessity of constantly recurring to physiological
space. The necessity of such restrictions as
"around to the right" and "around to the left," and
the distinction of symmetrical figures by these
meanswould then be eliminated. The historical influences of physiological space on the development
of the aonceptsof geometricspaceare, of coursg not
to be eliminated.
Also in other provinces,as in physics, the influence of the properties of physiological space is
traceable, and not alone in geometry. Even sec' ondary physiological space is considerably different
from Euclidean space, owing to the fact that the
distinction between "above" and "below" does not
absolutely disappear in the former. Sosikles of
that "sooner
Corinth (Herodotusv.92) asseverated
should the heavens be beneath the earth and the
earth soar in the air above the heavens,than that
the Spartans sftould lose their freedom." And his
assertion, together with the tirades of Lactantius
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(De falsa sapientia, c. 24) and St. Augustine (Da
cisitate dei, XYII.,9), against the doctrine of the
antipodes, against men hanging with inverted heads
and trees growing downward,-considerations
which even after centuriestouch in us a sympathetic
chord,-all had their good physiologicai grounds.
We have, in fact less reason to be astonished at
the narrow-mindedness of these opponents of the
doctrine of the antipodesthan we have to be filled
with admiration for the great powers of abstraction exhibited by Archytas of Tarentum and Aristarchus of Samos.

